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Changing the standard of blood
management in Australia: An
overview
Introduction
In 2012 the Patient Blood Management (PBM) guidelines were
published by the National Blood Authority 1, providing a standard
of practice for clinicians across Australia. The Australian
Commission on Safety and Quality in Health Care (ACSQHC)
standards were recently updated in 20172 and the adoption of the
PBM guidelines will now be nationally mandated for hospitals in
2019. In this article, we answer three questions:
1. Why were the PBM guidelines developed?
2. What do the PBM guidelines recommend?
3. How can we implement the PBM guidelines successfully?
Keywords: patient blood management, blood safety, blood transfusion,
perioperative care, perioperative nursing
Our principal aim in addressing
these questions is to raise awareness
among perioperative nurses of the
need to comply with PBM guidelines
as an essential component of safe
and effective practice.

Why were the PBM guidelines
developed?
After a study was conducted in 19993
by Hébert et al. which demonstrated
that giving transfusions was
negatively impacting patient
outcomes, clinicians started to
question the safety of transfusions.
The results of this study promoted
further clinical research which has
since linked blood transfusions
to a number of adverse outcomes
including febrile reactions,
coagulopathies, fluid overload
causing both acute lung and
kidney injury, iron overload and
immunomodulation4,5. Eventually,
there was enough evidence to
support the need for the formation of
a government body to help regulate
patient blood management, and

the National Blood Authority (NBA)
was the result of this. The National
Blood Authority (NBA) established
guidelines in 2012 to help facilitate
safe blood management practice
in the context of increased adverse
outcomes and poor compliance
with recommended administration
practice1,6,7.
The current PBM guidelines aim to
help clinicians make decisions to
prepare patients pre-operatively,
carry out intraoperative interventions
to minimise blood loss, and improve
the post-operative management
of any anaemia present8–10. PBM
guidelines can result in significant
clinical and cost benefits with
Farmer et al.11 finding that a Western
Australian initiative resulted in the
rate of issuance of red blood cells
dropping from 318 to 194 per 1000
discharges, with a saving of $18.5
million for product-related costs
only 11. This figure increased to over
$80 million for transfusion-related
activity.
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What do the PBM guidelines
recommend?

Optimising physiological tolerance
to anaemia

The focus of the original version
of the ACSQHC standards has
been on blood products and their
storage, and administration safety4.
It is now moving towards a patientcentric approach that focuses on
prevention and preparation9,12,14,15. The
assessment of blood requirements
should be patient-centric, rather
than product-centric9. The ‘threepillar’ approach forms the basis of
blood management according to
the PBM guidelines16. This approach
can be broadly mapped to the
new requirements of the ACSQHC
standard ‘Blood management’.

This component of the guidelines
involves two key recommendations:

Preparation of patients
preoperatively
This component of the PBM
guidelines recommends that
patients should be referred for blood
screening as soon as the decision
to have surgery is made1,16. If the
patient is anaemic, a thorough
investigation needs to be undertaken
to identify potential causes9,17,18. If the
reason is an absolute iron deficiency,
iron is administered, either orally
or intravenously, to restore iron
levels before surgery. If there is an
underlying cause of iron deficiency,
efforts should be made to address it1.

The intra-operative minimisation
of blood loss and conservation of
the patient’s blood
The PBM guidelines outline that the
patient’s blood is a precious, lifesaving resource, and every effort
should be made to minimise loss and
conserve supply 1. Meticulous surgical
haemostasis, pharmacological
adjuvants and, in cases where
significant blood loss is expected
(>500ml), cell saving machines
should be utilised9,15.
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1. keeping the patient warm
2. assuring adequate oxygenation.
Blood loss impacts the patient’s
ability to thermoregulate and
keeping them warm helps the body
return to normal function12. Ensuring
appropriate supplemental oxygen
is available and utilised assists in
offsetting the lowered ability of the
blood to carry a sufficient supply 12.

How can we implement the PBM
guidelines successfully?

patients to ensure optimal surgical
outcomes is a true perioperative role.
As a profession, perioperative nurses
should have a more active role in
PBM management. ACORN should
consider endorsing the guidelines
and explore whether they could
practically support them through the
careful integration of PBM principles
into relevant standards.
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